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液压齿轮泵系列 Hydraulic Gear Pump Series

Notes: Indicated cast iron cover or AL alloy cover
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HGP 1A * * * *
Fixed Displacement Gear Pump

Series No. 0.5A,1A,2A,3A
Flange Mounting
Displacement

Rotation

Shaft

Flange Tyep
2B- 2 holes flange
4BJ - 4 holes flange 

Inlet Outlet
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Vol.Efficiency
>%

90

"CB"  Side Inlet Back Outlet
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"CC"  Side Inlet Side Outlet

"BB" Back Inlet Back Outlet

"BA"  Back Inlet Front Outlet

CBK2 Series
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CBT-F3**/**安装尺寸



上海啸力液压传动设备有限公司  Shanghai XiaoLi Hydraulics Co.,Ltd

                                     Introduction  
SHANGHAI XIAOLI HYDRAULICS CO.,LTD is the qualified company who i s a  

professional    R & D and   desgn   for various    hydraulc  system  units and related 
equipments .  We   mainly  manufacture   hydraulic  pumps  for   various  machinery 
equipments and auxiliary devices for motors , al so including hydraulic  control valve 
series for transmission systems. In addition to Standard types, we also can design and 
make products according to customers’ requirements. Our corporation has established 
branches in Jiangsu  Province, Shandong  Province, Hebei Province, Anhui Province 
and Heilongjiang provinces, based on this sales network, our products are widely sold 
in domestic and exported to overseas markets. 

We have various hydraulic pumps & gear motors ranging from  0.01 MPa to 63 
MPa for dif ferent pressure requirement s, we also can produce double or triple pumps 
according to customers’ requirement, and supply pump matching with motor. We have 
hydraulic control  valves with three categories of  pressure,  direction  and  flow  with 
high-to-low pressure, which are widely used  in dif ferent  machineries , machine tools 
and engineering equipments . Besides XiaoLi  its own brand’ s products, we have kept 
spread strategi c relationships with various  professional manufacturers from domestic 
and abroad , taking as  the role of  distributor , to meet  your  different  requirements . 

XiaoLi its own advantages compared with rivals 
***Quality Control and large business scale with competitive prices & discounts, to 

help customers reduce costs while making improvement on facilities. 
***Supplying from stock, sales and distribution integrated, let our customers enjoy 

one-stop service  
     ***Optimizing sourcing and supplying in order to meet different customers’  
requirements in different fields, we can provide out products with best prices  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
          Shanghai XiaoLi Hydraulics Co.,Ltd 

         Add : No. 4719 ,Gonghexing Rd, Shanghai ,China.        Tel :  +86 21 -66981073         Fax：+86 21 -66981550 
         Email: gearpump@shxlyy.com (International Market)              bill@shxlyy.com     (Chinese Domestic Market) 
         URL: www.shxlyy.com 


